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1. Introduction

In the past decade the KEKB and PEP-II B-Factory experiments BABAR [1] and Belle [2] have
dominated the high energy physics scene with a wealth of measurements of unprecedented preci-
sion that have put the Standard Model (SM) of the weak interaction with three generation of quarks
and leptons, together with the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing mechanism of CP violation,
to a stringent test. This enormous effort of over ten years by the two international collaborations
has been documented in the “Physics of the B-Factories” book [3].

Despite the overwhelming evidence of the validity of the SM, and the remarkable precise con-
firmation of the CKM mechanism obtained from most of the performed measurements, in a few
cases the experimental results showed 2÷3 standard deviations from the precise theoretical predic-
tions. Significant examples are the measurement of the ratio R(D∗) of B decays to D∗±τ∓ν̄τ [4, 5]
and the angular analysis of B→ K∗`+`− decays [6, 7]. In the last few years this picture has been
further confirmed by many high precision measurements made by the LHCb experiment at CERN,
in some cases enhancing the combined significance of the discrepancies [8] in others introduc-
ing new ones, like a hint of lepton flavor violation in the measurement of the ratio R(K∗0) of the
branching ratios of B0→ K∗0µ+µ− and B0→ K∗0e+e− recently reported [9].

It is well known that the SM is not sufficient to explain several of nature’s observed features,
like the baryon asymmetry in the universe, the mass and flavor hierarchy of the quarks and leptons,
the finite neutrino masses, the nature of the dark matter and dark energy which make up 95% of
our universe, among others.

The next generation B Factory experimental program [10] faces the challenging task of taking
on the legacy of the B Factories, improving on the high precision flavor physics measurements
achieved by BABAR and Belle experiments, with the ambitious goal to find new physics phenomena
that might answer some of these fundamental questions.

2. SuperKEKB accelerator

The KEKB accelerator has reached the world record peak luminosity for an e+e− collider
of 2× 1034cm−2s−1. To reach the full physics potential of the Belle II physics program, the Su-
perKEKB accelerator has been designed [11] to exceed this already exceptional performance by a
factor of 40, which required a leap in the conceptual design of the machine and represents a real
technical challenge.

A completely novel approach to obtain high luminosity in a collider has been adopted, the
so called “nano-beam” scheme, originally proposed by P.Raimondi for the SuperB design [12].
Machine physicists express the luminosity of an e+e− collider with the following formula:

L = fcoll
n1n2

4πσxσy
(2.1)

The idea is based on the drastic reduction of the beams vertical size at the interaction region, σy

in eq. 2.1, down to an unprecedented value of ∼ 50 nm (a few hundred atomic layers!). This value
is a factor of 20 smaller than the conventional design of the B Factories, and leads to an equal gain
in peak luminosity. The additional factor of two needed to reach the desired overall factor of 40 is
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Table 1: Summary of the most relevant SuperKEKB machine parameters compared to those of the original
KEKB design and to those actually achieved.

Parameter KEKB Design KEKB Achieved SuperKEKB Design
Energy (GeV) (LER/HER) 3.5/8.0 3.5/8.0 4.0/7.0
β ∗y (mm) 10/10 5.9/5.9 0.27/0.30
β ∗x (mm) 330/330 1200/1200 32/25
εx (nm) 18/18 18/24 3.2/5.3
εy
εx

(%) 1 0.85/0.64 0.27/0.24
σy (µm) 1.9 0.94 0.48/0.62
ξy 0.052 0.129/0.090 0.09/0.081
σz (mm) 4 6/7 6/5
Ibeam (A) 2.6/1.1 1.64/1.19 3.6/2.6
Nbunches 5000 1584 2500
Luminosity (1034cm−2s−1) 1.0 2.11 80

obtained by doubling the beam currents, the factor fcolln1n2 in eq. 2.1. In Table 1 we summarize
the most relevant SuperKEKB design machine parameters, compared to those of KEKB.

To achieve the new design parameters the KEKB accelerator complex was upgraded in almost
all its components; in the cartoon in Fig. 1(a) we show the SuperKEKB accelerator, highlighting
in color the new or upgraded components. These include: the replacement of short dipoles in

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Left: cartoon showing in color the components of the SuperKEKB accelerator complex that are
new or have been upgraded from KEKB. Right: Two final focus magnets being installed on the SuperKEKB
beam line.

the Low Energy Ring (LER) with longer ones; a completely new, Titanium coated beam pipe
with ante-chamber; a complete redesign of the lattice for both the LER and High Energy Ring
(HER); a new positron source, a new low emittance gun for the electrons and a damping ring all
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to obtain extremely low emittance beams; the RF system was modified and new RF stations added
for the increased beam current and finally a completely new, extremely complex, super-conducting
final focus (FF) with permanent quadrupole magnets near the interaction point was designed. The
construction of all these components is now complete and the commissioning of the new dumping
ring will start at the end of 2017. A major milestone was achieved in winter of 2017 with the
delivery of the second final focus magnet; in Fig. 1(b) we show the two facing FF magnets while
they are being installed on the SuperKEKB beam line.

2.1 Commissioning status and plans

The commissioning of the SuperKEKB accelerator has been divided in two distinct phases.
The first one, completed in June 2016, was carried out without the Belle II detector in the beam
line; beams were circulated in both the LER and HER, but they were never collided. The second
one is foreseen to start in January 2018 with the Belle II detector rolled in the beam line, but without
the vertex detector that will be installed before the start of the physics run.

In the first phase, a system of radiation detectors collectively called BEAST II has been placed
on the beam line in lieu of the real detector in order to measure the background generated by the
circulating beams; during the second phase the BEAST II detectors will be placed in the volume
left empty by the Belle II vertex detector system.

After turn-on, positron and electron currents have been circulating in the two rings almost
continuously with increasing intensity for the whole commissioning period. In Fig. 2, we show a
plot of the beam currents and integrated charge as a function of time. As it can be seen, a maximum
current of 1010 (870) mA was achieved for the LER (HER) after about four months of running,
a much faster ramp up compared with that achieved during the first commissioning of KEKB.
This excellent result shows that all the upgraded hardware in the rings worked fine and that the
experience gained with the operation of KEKB over past years was a key ingredient to success.

Figure 2: Initial commissioning of the SuperKEKB rings. The plot shows the circulating HER and LER
currents and the total integrated charge over the four months of commissioning in spring of 2016.

The first commissioning phase of SuperKEKB had multiple goals: clean the beam pipe (vac-
uum scrubbing), monitor the beam conditions in real time, tune the accelerator optics, collimators
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position, as well as to isolate possible sources of beam loss and collect data for beam orbit simula-
tions useful to improve the machine performances. The effect of scrubbing the beam pipe with high
circulating currents is evident in Fig. 3(a) where we show the lowering of the pressure in the beam
pipe measured by sensors located in the machine arcs as a function of the integrated current. This
result was confirmed by the observation of lowering background rates recorded by the BEAST II
detectors in the same period of time, as shown in Fig. 3(b).

Gas model. Because mass spectrometers only give distribu-2103

tions of the m/z for the di↵erent gas ion fragments, any further2104

e↵ort to interpret these as gas molecule abundances already in-2105

volves an act of interpretation [61]. Some early assumption2106

about the nature of the gas are therefore required. Di-hydrogen2107

and air constituents are first added to the list of gases as the de-2108

fault hypothesis: H2, H2O, N2, O2, CO, CO2, Ar. Then, light2109

hydrocarbons are added progressively starting from CH4 un-2110

til all peaks in the spectra could be accounted for: CH4, C2H6,2111

C2H4, C3H4, C3H6, C3H8. Finally, none of these standard gases2112

predict a peak at m/z = 3 as strong as the one observed by the2113

RGAs in BEAST. Two hypotheses could explain this feature:2114

deuterium-hydrogen molecules DH and tri-hydrogen atoms H3.2115

It is worth noting that both these species are relatively exotic on2116

Earth, however the SuperKEKB vacuum chamber, with its very2117

low pressure, hydrogen-rich residual gas and high levels of ion-2118

izing and neutron radiation provides conditions favourable to2119

their creation.2120

Calculation of the proportion of each gas. The proportion of
each gas species in the residual gas is then found by calculating
the optimal proportions to explain the measured spectra in the
least-squares sense. The problem is expressed as solving

arg min
x
kAx � yk2 , x � 0 (46)

where y is a column vector of the observed relative abundances
for each m/z peak, A is a matrix whose columns each corre-
spond to the standard spectrum for a gas model constituents,
and x is a column vector of the relative proportion (in number
of molecules) of each gas in the mix. The vector of the optimal
proportions of each gas, x̂, is therefore

x̂ =
⇣
ATA

⌘�1
ATy. (47)

Calculation of an e↵ective Z for this gas mix. The gas pro-2121

portions x̂i, together with their molecular formulae, are then2122

used to calculate the number b j of atoms of element Zj by sim-2123

ply multiplying each x̂i by the number of atoms of Zj in the2124

gas molecules. Assuming that the probability of interaction be-2125

tween a beam electron and an atom Zj is proportional to Z2
j2126

— this follows the typical cross section equations for Coulomb2127

scattering and Bremsstrahlung o↵ atomic nuclei [62] — the so-2128

called e↵ective Z, Ze, is expressed as a weighted average of Z2
j .2129

D
Z2

E
=

P
j Z2

j b j
P

j b j
(48)

Ze =

q⌦
Z2↵ (49)

It is “e↵ective” in the sense that this Ze is the atomic number2130

of a pure gas that would produce the same level of beam-gas2131

interactions as the gas mix found in the vacuum chamber. This2132

number can then readily be used to scale the simulation that has2133

been generated with a single value of Z.2134

6.1.3. Vacuum scrubbing results2135

Measurement based on the dynamic pressure. Figure 74 shows2136

the evolution of the base pressure during phase 1 operation. We2137

Figure 74: Base pressure measured as a function of date. Red circles represent
LER measurements, while blue squares represent HER measurements.

see that while the HER quickly reaches the equilibrium value of2138

1 ⇥ 10�8 Pa after it was turned on in March, the LER shows no2139

appreciable asymptotic behaviour, with the minimum recorded2140

pressure varying between 1 ⇥ 10�8 Pa and 1 ⇥ 10�7 Pa. Even if2141

the daily variation is more dramatic than with the HER, the val-2142

ues remain well below the pressures observed during operation2143

which are on the order of 1 ⇥ 10�6 Pa or more during opera-2144

tion at full nominal current, so such variability should produce2145

negligible e↵ects on the dynamic pressure measurement.2146

Figure 75 shows a comparison of the two di↵erent estimates2147

for dP/dI.

Figure 75: (color online) Comparison of two methods used to estimate the dy-
namic pressure. The circles are the SuperKEKB group results, obtained using
equation (43) whereas the squares were obtained with BEAST data using equa-
tion (44). Blue points represent HER data and the red ones, LER data

2148

Both methods are in good agreement, exhibiting a power-2149

law behaviour over more than 3 decades. The slope between2150

100 A ·h and 1000 A ·h is ⌘LER = �0.9 for the LER and ⌘HER =2151

�0.6 for the HER.2152

During early commissioning, the situation is reversed with2153

the LER slope ⌘LER = �0.46 being much smaller than the HER2154

slope ⌘HER = �0.79, according to the SuperKEKB group data.2155

44

(a)

The BEAST data archive begins on 2015-02-15, with a LER2156

beam dose slightly above 2 A · h.2157

Finally, the result in Figure 75 shows that for operating cur-2158

rents reaching Amperes at the end of phase 1, the HER dynamic2159

pressure contribution is of comparable scale with the base pres-2160

sure. However, for the LER, the dynamic contribution domi-2161

nates the base pressure by a factor of at least 10. Should dP/dI2162

keep following the same power-law behaviour, the LER should2163

be operated for more than 1⇥104 A ·h in order for the dynamic2164

pressure to be on the same scale as the base pressure, at the2165

design 3.6 A beam current.2166

Measurement based on BEAST detectors. Figures 76 and 772167

show the scrubbing process as seen by the BEAST detectors2168

for HER and LER scrubbing processes, respectively. The same2169

general power-law dependence is observed across all detectors.2170

For the HER scrubbing shown in Figure 76, LYSO, 3He and

-

Figure 76: Measured Touschek-subtracted electron beam induced background
as a function of delivered current

2171

BGO are in good agreement with the power-law model across2172

all four decades. The slopes of LYSO and 3He data are -0.742173

and -0.77 respectively, therefore close to the dP/dI value. For2174

BGO, the slope is larger at approximately -1.2. The other2175

two sub-detectors exhibit di↵erent behaviours, which can be at-2176

tributed to instrumental e↵ects.2177

In both figures 76 and 77, there is plateauing or increase2178

of the rates beyond 400 A·h observed with all subdetectors.2179

A possible explanation is related to conditioning of the non-2180

evaporable getters (NEG) that happened during that period.2181

Such conditioning is known to release heavier elements in the2182

vacuum chamber, which produces considerably more back-2183

ground due to the Z2 dependence.2184

Otherwise, the biggest change to the accelerator during this2185

period is the addition of permanent magnets to the uncoated alu-2186

minium bellows meant to reduce electron multipacting at large2187

currents. The SuperKEKB group showed that this e↵ectively2188

reduced the electron-cloud e↵ect without changing beam orbit2189

and optics [67].2190

Figure 77: Measured Touschek-subtracted positron beam-induced background
as a function of delivered current

6.1.4. Sample results of residual gas analysis and e↵ective2191

atomic number2192

Figure 78 below shows example results obtained from the2193

beam-gas constituents analysis. The top panel shows the prod-

Figure 78: Time series of a pressure bump experiment and typical results

2194

uct of average pressure and beam current P · I with and without2195

weighting with Ze
2 as defined in equation (48). The central2196

panel shows recorded background rates for one typical channel2197

of two di↵erent subsystems, and the bottom panel shows the Ze2198

during the vacuum bump experiment.2199

Qualitatively, it is observed that the recorded background2200

rates track the weighted P·I better than the default, un-weighted2201

version. We see an increase of the hit rates around 13:42 which2202

is not associated with any notable increase of the average pres-2203

sure. The explanation is that heavier elements are released2204

first. They don’t contribute significantly to the pressure in-2205

crease, yet the e↵ective Z of the gas is larger then, and the2206

Z2-dependence of beam-gas interactions produces a visible in-2207

45

(b)

Figure 3: (a) The plot shows the dynamic pressure dP/dI measured by sensors located in the machine arcs
as a function of the integrated current. (b) A plot of the rate observed in various BEAST II detectors as a
function of integrated dose over the same period of time confirms the improved vacuum conditions.

From the Belle II detector point of view, the goal of commissioning phase-1 was to use the
BEAST II detectors to collect beam background data to validate the Monte Carlo simulations of
the beam backgrounds in the detector, test a beam abort system based on diamond sensors and
generally make sure there is a safe environment for operating the Belle II apparatus.

To be able to detect neutron, gamma and X ray radiation as well as charged tracks, BEAST
II included several complementary sub-detectors: a PIN diode radiation monitor system; a single
crystal diamond radiation detector system; a system of CsI, CsI(Tl) and LYSO crystals to measure
neutral and charge electromagnetic energy; an electron and gamma radiation monitoring system
based on BGO crystals; a system of scintillator tiles read out by silicon photo-multipliers, called
CLAWS; a thermal neutrons detection system based on 3He proportional tubes; a fast neutrons de-
tector system based on four independent TPC chambers; a scintillator based system named QCSS,
to record charged background near the final focus quadrupoles cryostat.

During the five months of phase-1 commissioning, BEAST II has operated recording data with
all its sub-detectors; for brevity, we report here just a few examples of the preliminary results.

In the absence of beam collisions, the main sources of backgrounds in phase-1 were Touschek
scattering and beam interaction (mainly Coulomb scattering) with the residual gas in the vacuum
beam pipe. Touschek interactions are directly proportional to the square of the beam current and
inversely proportional to the beam transverse size, whereas beam gas interactions are directly pro-
portional to the beam current, the atomic number Z and residual pressure P of the gas species in
the vacuum beam pipe. To describe the observed background rates we can thus adopt an heuristic
model whereby a background related observable is given by a linear combination of the two most
important components: O = B · IPZ2

e +T · I2

σy
, where B and T are constants that must be extracted
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from the data to represent the beam-gas and Touschek relative abundance; Ze is an effective atomic
number of the different residual atomic species in the vacuum, P the pressure in the machine, I the
beam current and σy the transverse beam size. One example of such observable, in this case the
counting rate in the BGO crystals obtained during 15 different runs taken at different beam sizes
and currents, is shown in Fig. 4. Plotting O/IPZ2

e as a function of I/PZ2
e σy, we see that the data,

as predicted by our heuristic model, lies nicely on a straight line whose intercept is the constant B,
and whose angular coefficient is the constant T .

Figure 4: Plot of the background rates in the BEAST II BGO crystal system as a function of I/PZ2
e σy

A detailed comparison of these data with the prediction of the Monte Carlo simulations is
ongoing.

BEAST II provided relevant information about the background related to injection. During
the operation of SuperKEKB, continuous beam injection is foreseen to occur at a rate of 100 Hz.
During injection, the electrons’ orbit parameters in the injected bunch are perturbed so as to cause
an excess of particle loss, thus background radiation, in the detector. This kind of background
is very difficult to simulate, therefore a measurement is necessary in order to make sure that the
excess radiation does not damage the various Belle II sub-detectors.

The injection background was studied with the CLAWS, the CsI, CsI(Tl) and LYSO crystal
and the QCSS systems. In Fig. 5(a) we show for example the rate in CsI crystals recorded in the
first 5 ms after injection; as the data show, injection results in an increase in the background level
of about 2 to 3 order of magnitude higher than that before injection. The hit rate decays back to the
level pertaining to coasting beams within the first millisecond after the injection. Crystals data also
show, see Fig. 5(b), that the backgrounds are highly correlated in time with the injected bunch time
of passage at the interaction point (∼ 0.75 µs, in this particular case). Knowledge of this timing
structure is crucial to be able to implement a DAQ vetoing scheme able to reduce the background
while keeping the dead time to an acceptable few per cent level. A paper with the results of a full
analysis of the BEAST II data is in preparation and will be published soon.
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(a) CsI(Tl)
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(b) Pure CsI
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(c) LYSO

Figure 105: LER Injection. Plot of the hit time after injection (Tin j) versus the
time within one turn (Tturn), for all the crystals in position F3 for run # 14. The
overall injection backgrounds level is higher than in the HER, but the timing
structure is very similar.
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Figure 106: Plot of the time of hit after injection (Tin j) versus the time within
one turn Tturn (left), for the LYSO crystal in position F2. The projection on
Tturn shows clearly two peaks separated by ⇡ 98 ns corresponding to the two
injected bunches.

±50 ns of the injected bunch time over the total number of2763

hits, representing the fraction of hits associated to the injected2764

bunch; the ratio FlowT of the number of hits with Tin j < 200µs2765

over the total number of hits, representing the total number of2766

hits occurring relatively early after injection, including the hits2767

associated with the injected bunch and finally, the ratio Fother of2768

the number of hits outside the two regions previously defined,2769

over the total number of hits, which represents the total num-2770

ber of hits due to interactions that are less directly related to the2771

injection.2772

The results for more runs, crystals and positions are given2773

in Appendix D.4. We show here, as an example, the rate frac-2774

tions recorded in the CsI(Tl) and pure CsI crystals during the2775

injection study of the HER, summed over the three di↵erent �2776

positions in the backward and, separately, in the forward. In2777

Appendix D.4 we present detail tables with the full results.2778

Energy Spectrum. We measure the energy of the radiation in-2779

cident on each crystal by converting the charge of the hits to2780

energy using the calibration described in Sec. 3.5.4.2781

We show in Fig. 111 the energy distribution for the HER and2782

LER injection background obtained using the presently avail-2783

able calibrations, which we know to underestimate the energy2784

by some factors still to be determined with precision. Present2785

estimates are that the factors could be as much as 4-5 for LYSO2786

and pure CsI, and about 30% for Thallium doped crystals.2787

The spectrum of energy deposited in CsI crystals during in-2788

jection is given in Fig. 112 for the LER (reference run #14), and2789

in Fig 113 for the HER (reference run # 10).2790

We also show in Fig. ?? as an example, the energy deposited2791

as a function of time after injection and time within one turn for2792

6.5.2. Injection background in CLAWS2793

The CLAWS system, introduced in Section 3.3, is specifi-2794

cally designed to study the time structure of charged particle2795

injection background. For data taking during the injection back-2796

ground campaign on May 25, 2016 the system was triggered on2797

the injection signal, and recorded 800 µs long continuous wave-2798

forms, corresponding to 80 turns of the accelerator. These stud-2799

ies add further details on the timing properties of the injection2800

background presented in the previous subsection.2801

In general, the FWD CLAWS sensors located on the outside2802

of the ring in the direction of the outgoing LER see a some-2803

what higher signal than the BWD sensors in the inside of the2804

ring on the outgoing HER. Since the timing patterns observed2805

are consistent between the two detector stations, only results2806

of the FWD sensors are presented in the following for brevity.2807

The present analysis is based on a fast o✏ine analysis of the2808

CLAWS waveforms, using signal amplitudes determined in a2809

fixed-length integral rather than a sophisticated iterative signal2810

reconstruction using the subtraction of single photon calibra-2811

tion waveforms. The waveforms of the innermost three FWD2812

sensors (1 – 3) are combined into one, and presented as a com-2813

bined signal. A saturation correction for very large signals is2814

not performed, so that signals in excess of 50 MIP-equivalents2815

should be regarded as lower limits of the full amplitude.2816

58

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Injection background rates recorded in the BEAST II CsI crystals system as a function of
time after injection, Tin j. The injection causes an immediate surge of the background level of 2÷3 order of
magnitude, which decays ∼1 ms thereafter. (b) plot of the time of passage of the bunches at the IP Tturn as a
function of the time after injection, showing that the background hits are highly correlated with the time of
passage of the injected bunch at ∼0.75 µs.

3. Belle II detector

The increase of a factor of forty in peak luminosity of SuperKEKB has several consequences:
much higher occupancies in the detector leading to increased pile up and fake hits; increased trigger
and data acquisition rates; possible radiation damage from the machine and physics backgrounds.

The Belle II detector design, which is based on the existing Belle detector, was thus driven
by the necessity to cope with all of these problems. As a result, most of the old Belle detector
components, notably the innermost ones, have either been upgraded or completely rebuilt; only
the Belle solenoid, the barrel KL and muon identifier (KLM) and the electromagnetic calorimeter
CsI(Tl) crystals, have been reused. In Fig. 6 we show the Belle II detector in the top half of the
picture as compared to the old Belle detector in the bottom half; in color the parts that have been
changed.

Belle II is a detector with better performances overall, despite having to operate in a much
harsher environment, with respect to that of Belle. In brief, it will have improved π0 reconstruction,
30% higher KS efficiency, better interaction point and secondary vertex resolution (∼ x2); better
K/π separation with a π fake rate decrease of ∼ x2.5; an improved electromagnetic calorimeter
readout electronics which will preserve its excellent resolution in a high pile-up environment. In
the following, we will present the status of the various subdetectors.

3.1 Tracking system: vertex detectors and central drift chamber

One of the most significant improvements of the Belle II detector is its tracking system. The
Belle 4-layer silicon vertex detector has been replaced by a two layer, 10 million channels, silicon
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Figure 6: Belle vs Belle II detectors. In the top half of the drawing a side view of the Belle II detector is
shown, with new or upgraded components are shown in colors. In the bottom half is the old Belle detector.

pixel detector (PXD) [13], followed by a 4-layer double sided silicon strip detector (SVD) [14].
The new vertex detector system, thanks to the reduced radius of the new Berillium beam pipe made
possible by superKEKB nano beam scheme, has its first layer located at ∼12 mm radius from the
interaction point and provides an impact parameter resolution of ∼20µm. Recently a complete
wedge of the PXD and SVD detectors has been assembled and exposed to a test beam at DESY,
Hamburg, with all the final read out components and data acquisition chain in place. The test was
very successful, in particular a major milestone was reached with the positive test of the Region
of Interest (ROI) algorithm running online; this is needed to reduce the data trasfer bandwidth by
identifying and reading out only the pixel that are found to be associated to SVD tracks extrapolated
back to the PXD detector planes. In Fig. 3.1 we show a picture of the PXD and SVD assembly on
the test beam line. The vertex detector system is on schedule to be installed on the Belle II detector
during the summer of 2018, after the second commissioning phase starting in January 2018.

Belle’s central drift chamber (CDC) [15] has been replaced by a new one with a much larger
tracking volume, thanks to the space gained by replacing the old aerogel and time of flight bar-
rel particle identification system (PID), with the much thinner quartz bars of the new PID sys-
tem. The 14,000 sense wire, 56-layer (32 axial + 24 stereo) CDC provides a spatial resolu-
tion of σrφ =100µm, σz=2 mm and a momentum resolution, when combined with the SVD, of
σpt/pt =

√
(0.1%pt)2 +(0.3%β )2.

The CDC construction has been completed; in Fig. 8(a) we show the transverse resolution
obtained analyzing cosmic ray data taken after the installation inside the solenoidal magnet. In
Fig. 8(b) we show the combined IP resolution as a function of pt using as input the latest simulation
obtained using the most recent results from cosmic ray or test beam data. It is interesting to note
that, despite the boost of SuperKEKB is lower than that of KEKB (a factor of 28/44), yet Belle II’s
∆t resolution is better that of Belle, as σBelleII

∆t ∼ 0.75 σBelle
∆t .
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Testbeam in numbers
• 300 runs, about 320 millions events in total

• 170 runs with VXDTF
• 130 runs with VXDTF2

• Span of beam energy between 1 GeV and 5 GeV
• Span of Magnetic field between 0.25 T and 1.0 T
• Span of incidence angle between -5 and +25 degrees
• VXD temperature: -15 °C

4
Figure 7: Picture of a fully equipped complete wedge of the PXD+SVD vertex detector system assembled
on a DESY test beam line.
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Figure 8: (a) Plot of the CDC transverse resolution performances using cosmic ray data; the resolution is
well modeled with two Gaussian. (b): Plot of the combined vertex resolution as a function of pt obtained
with the most recent simulation in which all the latest results from real detector performances measured
using test beam or cosmic ray data are used as input.

3.2 Time Of Propagation: TOP

The Belle aerogel Cherenkov detector in the barrel has been replaced by the more compact
Time Of Propagation detector [16]. The system is based on the collection of Cherenkov light
emitted by the charged particles traversing a quartz bar. The light propagates through the bar
via multiple internal reflections and is collected at one end by a light guide that concentrates the
photons on an array of multi-anode photo-multipliers, while it is reflected by a mirror at the other
end. In Fig. 9 we show a picture of a quartz bar with light from a test laser propagating inside
it. The different Cherenkov light emission angle causes the photons to take different light paths
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in the bar and thus to have different times of propagation from the impinging track position to the
light detectors. The discrimination of different particle species is based on the extremely precise
measurement (∼100 ps) of this time of propagation, as can be seen from the plots in Fig 10.

Figure 9: Picture of one of the 16 quartz bars of the TOP detector. One can see the light from a laser beam
propagating throughout the bar with multiple reflections.

Figure 10: Plot showing the time of arrival of light signals collected by one channel of the multi-anode
PMT. Photons from pions and kaons have different arrival times and can thus be discriminated.

The TOP includes 16 quartz bars surrounding the central drift chamber; they are all installed
inside the Belle II detector and taking cosmic ray data.

3.3 Aerogel RICH

In the forward direction a new proximity focusing aerogel RICH particle identification system
was designed and built [17]. Two aerogel layers of different refraction index in focusing config-
uration allow to increase the number of photons without resolution degradation, see Fig. 11(a).
Cherenkov photons are focused on a plane where an array of Hybrid Avalanche Photo Diodes are
placed to detect them. The system has been built, fully instrumented and test beam data showed
that the desired K/π separation, while keeping π misidentification probability below few percent,
can been obtained over the desired momentum range (Fig. 11(b)); The ARICH is now ready to be
installed on the detector (Fig. 12).
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(a) (b)

Figure 11: (a) Principle of operation of the proximity focusing aerogel detector: two consecutive layers of
aerogel have refraction index chosen so as to cause the Cherenkov light to be focused on the photon detectors
plane. (b) Test beam data shows excellent K/π separation, for 2% of π misidentification probability, over a
large momentum range.

Figure 12: The fully assembled A-RICH is ready to be installed on the Belle II forward endcap.

3.4 Electromagnetic calorimeter ECL

The Belle electromagnetic calorimeter consists of 8736 Thallium-doped CsI crystals, and
will be used unchanged by the Belle II experiment (Fig. 13). However, to cope with the higher
level of background expected while operating at SuperKEKB, the readout electronics has been up-
graded [18]. In addition to a shorter signal shaping time, a digital signal processing (DSP) module
has been added to the readout chain in order to record signal waveforms with 1.76 MHz sampling
frequency. The waveforms are then fitted, and the time and amplitude extracted, directly online.
Early prototypes were tested on the Belle backward endcaps; we show in Fig. 14(a) that with the old
electronics (blue circles) the equivalent noise energy σnoise increases, in the presence of increasing
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pile-up from background, by a factor of ∼2; thanks to the faster signals, the ENE remains instead
about unchanged with the new electronics (red circles).

Figure 13: The Belle II electromagnetic calorimeter.

(a) (b)

Figure 14: (a) Plot of the equivalent noise energy in MeV as a function of the polar angle obtained with
early prototypes of the new electronics installed on Belle’s ECL backward endcap. The background noise,
thus pile-up, increases with the polar angle as the crystals get closer to the beam line. (b) Cosmic ray event
showing a high energy shower in the endcap ECL.

Presently the ECL’s backward endcap and barrel sections are both installed on the detector
taking cosmic ray data (see Fig. 14(b)), whereas the forward endcap is fully instrumented and
ready to be installed.

3.5 KL and muon detector: KLM

The outermost Belle II sub-detector is dedicated to the identification of high momentum muons
and detection of KL interactions (KLM) [19]. Belle’s iron magnet flux return yoke in both the barrel
and endcaps was segmented into 4.7 cm thick plates interspersed with active layers instrumented
with glass resistive plate chambers (RPC). The same iron structure is used unchanged by the Belle
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II detector. The RPC chambers in the endcaps and the first two innermost layers of the barrel have
been replaced with 16,800 plastic scintillator bars, read out via wavelength shifting fibers by silicon
photo-multipliers (SiPM). This will allow to cope with the higher neutron backgrounds expected at
SuperKEKB. The rest of the barrel was left unchanged. The KLM is all installed and is presently
under commissioning with cosmic ray data.

Figure 15: The KLM.

4. Summary and Outlook

In 2016 the SuperKEKB accelerator has successfully completed its first commissioning phase
during which the accelerator was turned on for the first time and the two rings have stored currents
close to 1 A. During this period the BEAST II background detector system has measured the
machine backgrounds, both with coasting beams and during injection.

The construction of the Belle II detector at SuperKEKB is well underway and on schedule. On
April 11th, 2017 a major milestone was achieved when Belle II was rolled in the accelerator beam
line.

The next steps leading up to the start of the commissioning phase-2 at the end of 2017, are
the global cosmic ray run in July and August of 2017 and the installation of the forward endcap
A-RICH and ECL in September 1.

At the beginning of 2018 the second commissioning phase will start with Belle II on the beam
line without the vertex detector; a five month period leading up to the first beam collisions expected
by spring of 2018. The vertex detector will be installed in summer 2018 so that the complete Belle
II will be ready for the start of the physics run, foreseen in the Fall of 2018.
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